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About This Game

Dead But Alive is a zombie survival adventure/simulation set in South England.

After a lifetime of danger and daring in the remote battlezones of the 21st century, this is the last thing you expected. As an ex-
military officer looking to rebuild your relationship with your teenage daughter on simple camping holiday in the rural idyll of

southern England, you find yourself in a fight for survival in a world devastated by the undead.

Separated from your daughter, you must use all your hard-won combat, leadership, and survival skills to unite a small, motley
team of survivors, build a camp, scavenge supplies, and face untold dangers - all while trying to track her down!

The game features a non-linear storyline with moral choices on despair, commitment and sacrifice.

Game Features

Sandbox zombie survival simulation

Manage a team of survivors, build a camp and scavenge for supplies

Deal with depression, infection and starvation while trying to survive

Non-linear storyline with moral choices that have lasting consequences
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Farm, hunt, negotiate, romance. The choice is yours!

New! 2nd edition available now!

The new 2nd edition is a complete re-working of the original game. When starting the game, you can choose to play either the
classic version (including the slot-machine combat) or the new 2nd edition. The trailer is displaying the classic version.
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Title: Dead But Alive! Southern England
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Niels Bauer Games
Publisher:
Niels Bauer Games
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2015
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I had a ton of fun playing through this game. The controls are tight, the level design is fantastic, and the soundtrack is great. I
never thought collecting carrots could be this much fun. I would definitely recommend, especially for the price.. Not too
difficult of a song. Great for beginners.. You play a character who's just graduating ninja training. Have a personal quest to find
out what happened to your missing parents. The main conflict is between a brutal lord and a pacifist lord. Supporting the brutal
lord will make you wealthy+powerful, whereas supporting the pacifist lord is seen as more honorable path. Two ninja
companions, a nice guy and a vengeful girl. Seems like there's gonna be a part 2, but this is a complete story.

Pros:
-Need to pass a ninja graduation test right off the bat. It's like solving a puzzle.
-Pick your gender and name after passing ninja graduation test. Kinda lets you test out your character.
-Enjoyed the fight scenes, especially the final fight. Very tricky.
-Total of 4 missions you wil go on, vary in length.
-Multiple opportunities to switch sides, become a double agent, unlock alternate options by working for other characters.

Cons:
-Didn't like how all your stats started at 50. They go up the more you use them, neglecting a stat will lower it slightly.
-There's a romance option that asks how you feel about a character you literally know nothing about and haven't meet in the
story yet.
-Disappointed by conclusion to 2nd mission. So much lead up, a complication that affects nothing, then you succeed.
-Everyone tells you not to mention this to anyone, but there's never an option to mention it.
-Alot of decisions ask: Do you do this by yourself or with your friends? Do you let your friends take the lead or do you take the
lead? These just didn't seem like real decisions to me.
-Allies, enemies, and wounds stayed at 0 throughout. Not sure how these work or affect the game.
-A relationship bars for other characters would have been a good addition.
-Stats didn't really seem to affect the game.

Overall:
-I enjoyed it, but I'd pick up on sale. Hoping for a part 2.. Awesome Game Must Have. A great game for horse lovers!
Especially those who're fed up about cathing butterflies...

+ Most facts and scenarios are well researched.
+ Easy to learn and understand
+ Good variation among the missions
+++ Unlike most other horse games, this one isn't cutified. There are no missions about petting cute bunnies , catching
butterflies etc. The focus is more reality oiented than that.

- The zoom is limited. One needs to be able to zoom out more while building.
- The herd composition doesn't matter, which is quite unrealistic. In real life stallions don't get along with each other if there are
mares in the same herd.
- The missions are quite few and simple. The playerbase is nearly non-existant. I go to search for a game and there are 4 other
people online at all. Do not buy it for the extra online options, as there are no players to experience them with you. Might be fun
with friends, though.

The purchased story is not worth it at full price. It's fun to run around piloting a mech, but the story's only about 2 hours long,
and is essentially just a VR rail shooter. It's also extremely cliché. The bad guy is super bad, the good guys are super good.

Maybe get it on 50% off or something, try out the multiplayer, it's free after all. Overall it's a decent enough game, mechanics
wise.
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Not to recommend, not now and not for even 8$
This game is a pile of ... something. Wish i could refund and buy me a sixpack of beer with the money but i cant :-(. Damn
Freaking Hard but Addicted game!!
It blow me everytimes when i dead and restart from level 1 but I LOVE IT!

AWESOME!. Plays well even on an older machine, cloud save is good, letting me to switch between phone and computer.

Hasn't crashed :) nice an stable so far for a launch day release.

Selection of ships is a little fiddly, but not unworkable. Hopefully the developer will tweak it so it's more user friendly, their
previous game's selection worked well, so hopefully this one will be improved.. 100 \/ 10 Ricardo Milos
100 \/ 10 Anime girl
100 \/ 10 Meme

Do you want to be greeted by Ricardo Milos when booting the system?
Or an anime girl in a bekin?
Then this program is for you.
I'd add - U Got That "Ricardo Milos - dance". For a long time I was reluctant to buy one, mostly because my computer was
hooked to my TV set already and I didn't feel the Steam Link would be useful. Still I told myself it could be interesting to have
one in store just in case. Time went on and the Steam Link went out of production just when I realized I finally needed one,
having moved my computer to another room.

I found a used one on an online store and bought it for more than what I could've paid had I decided to buy one on Steam
earlier... But no matter, that little device is amazingly effective. I hooked it to a Gigabit Ethernet port, connected my Steam
Controller receiver then my TV set to the HDMI port and Bob's your uncle.

It works wonders. Even with an average network connection it still works very well with minor latency. All my Steam Controller
profiles were kept within Steam and I could reuse them though the Link.

Resolution & compression are dynamically adjusted for the available bandwidth to provide the smoothest experience possible
and I have to say it's really amazing how well that works.

I'm pretty sure it could even be used to remotely play through the internet provided you forward the right ports on the router, but
you'd need a solid uplink connection for this to work reasonably well enough.. This game is really colorful and blocky. I wonder
why more people havent played it????
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